
The Final Voyage Of Submarine Five: A
Thrilling Adventure Beneath the Deep Sea!
Submarine Five, a cutting-edge military vessel, embarked on its final and most
daring journey deep into the unknown depths of the ocean. This historic
expedition, shrouded in mystery and anticipation, captured the attention of the
world as it set out to explore uncharted territories beneath the sea.

Unveiling the Technological Marvel

Submarine Five, a groundbreaking engineering marvel, boasted advanced
features and capabilities that had never been seen before. Equipped with state-
of-the-art machinery and materials, this one-of-a-kind submersible was designed
to withstand the immense pressure and relentless forces of the deep sea.

With cutting-edge innovations such as ultra-strong hulls, powerful engines, and
advanced navigation systems, Submarine Five was the pinnacle of underwater
exploration technology. Its crew, consisting of highly trained individuals well-
versed in underwater expeditions, was ready to face any challenges that lay
ahead.
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The Mysteries of the Deep Sea

As Submarine Five descended into the abyss, the dark and unknown depths of
the ocean started to reveal their secrets. The crew discovered mesmerizing
arrays of colorful marine life, previously unseen species thriving in their natural
habitats, and fascinating geological formations that captured their imaginations.

With each passing hour, the crew encountered unexpected challenges, but their
determination to unravel the mysteries of the deep never wavered. The
submersible's powerful sonar systems helped them map uncharted territories and
navigate treacherous underwater landscapes with unparalleled precision.

Confronting Unknown Dangers

While exploring the deep sea, Submarine Five stumbled upon a series of eerie,
unexplained phenomena. Mysterious underwater currents, luminescent creatures,
and the remnants of ancient civilizations all added to the intrigue and danger of
this final voyage.

The crew's encounters with these enigmatic dangers tested their bravery and
expertise in unprecedented ways. They faced moments of intense suspense and
fear as they grappled with the unknown forces that lurked in the abyss.

The Last Stand: A Battle Against Nature Itself

Just when the crew thought they had faced the most challenging obstacles, they
encountered a massive underwater storm of unparalleled ferocity. This
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tumultuous event, with towering waves and violent currents, pushed Submarine
Five to its limits.

The battle against nature itself intensified as the crew fought against the
elements, navigating the submersible through the raging waters. It was a life-or-
death struggle, as the crew's resilience and resourcefulness were put to the
ultimate test.

A Legacy of Exploration and Discovery

Ultimately, the crew of Submarine Five triumphed over adversities and emerged
from the depths of the ocean with a wealth of knowledge and groundbreaking
discoveries. Their final voyage was not only an epic adventure but also a
testament to human curiosity and determination.

The legacy of Submarine Five's final expedition will forever be etched in the
annals of underwater exploration. The knowledge gained from this formidable
journey will pave the way for future generations to continue unraveling the
mysteries of the deep sea.

In

The Final Voyage of Submarine Five transcends the boundaries of ordinary
exploration. It is a story of human ingenuity, courage, and resilience in the face of
the unknown. With its clickbait-worthy title and long descriptive keywords infused
into the alt attribute, this article immerses readers into the gripping tale of
Submarine Five's historic underwater adventure.
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Hanging on display in the United States Navy Yard in Washington, D.C., is a
battered and scratched steel plate, two feet in diameter, edged with more than
one hundred little semicircles. For more than eighty years, people have wondered
how it came to be there and at the story it could tell.
Under Pressure: The Final Voyage of Submarine S-Five is that story. On Monday,
August 30, 1920, the S-Five, the newest member of the U.S. Navy's fleet of
submarines, departs Boston on her first cruise -- to Baltimore for a recruiting
appearance at the end of the week. Two days later, as part of a routine test of the
submarine's ability to crash dive, her crew's failure to close a faulty valve sends
seventy-five tons of seawater blasting in. Before the valve can be jury-rigged
shut, the S-Five sits precariously on the ocean floor under 180 feet of water. Her
electrical system is shut down, her radio too weak to transmit, and one drive
motor is inoperable -- and, because of a last-minute course change, the sub has
gone down in a part of the Atlantic deliberately selected because it is well outside
any regularly trafficked sea lanes. Rescue by a passing ship is virtually
impossible. No one expects them in Baltimore for another two days. And forty
hours worth of air is all they have left. The S-Fives are on their own.
Her captain, Lieutenant Commander Charles M. "Savvy" Cooke Jr., tries to pump
the seawater out, but each of three pumping systems fails in succession. The salt
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in the seawater combines with the sulfuric acid in the sub's batteries to create a
cloud of chlorine gas. They have little air, no water, and only the dimmest of light
by which to plan their escape. By shifting the water in the sub toward the bow
torpedo room, Cooke is able to stand the 240-foot-long sub on its nose, bringing it
close to vertical, and, using trigonometry, he calculates that at least part of the
boat's stern is now above sea level. In a race against time -- will the crew die of
asphyxiation before chlorine gas poisoning? -- Cooke assembles his crew into
three-man teams charged with cutting a hole out of the highest point in the sub:
the telephone-booth-size tiller room. With no acetylene torch, no power tools --
nothing but ratchet drills and hacksaws -- the crew must cut through nearly an
inch of strengthened steel or die in the attempt.
Under Pressure is the story of the thirty-six-hour-long ordeal of the crew of the S-
Five. It is a story of the courage, endurance, and incredible resourcefulness of the
entire forty-man crew: of Charlie Grisham, the sub's executive officer, a
"mustang" promoted to the navy's officer corps from the enlisted ranks; of Chief
Electrician Ramon Otto, whose baby daughter was born just days before the S-
Five's departure; of Machinist's Mate Fred Whitehead, who at the last minute is
able to dog the all-important watertight hatches shut; of Chief of the Boat Percy
Fox, who redeems himself for the failure to close the induction valve that sank the
S-Five; and of the sub's indomitable captain, Savvy Cooke, leading his crew
through sheer force of will.
An incredible drama, a story of heroism and of heroes, Under Pressure is that
most remarkable of books, a true story far more dramatic than any fiction.
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